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NEW QUESTION: 1
Welche der folgenden Methoden ist normalerweise die Testbasis für Integrationstests?
A. Technische Spezifikation
B. Funktionsbeschreibung
C. Programmspezifikation
D. Anforderungsspezifikation
Answer: A
Explanation:
Erläuterung:
Option (A) wird zum Testen von Einheiten verwendet.
Option (B) wird zum Testen des Systems und verwendet
Option (D) wird für die Abnahmeprüfung verwendet.

NEW QUESTION: 2
A company builds an application to allow developers to share and compare code. The
conversations, code snippets, and links shared by people in the application are stored in a
Microsoft Azure SQL Database instance. The application allows for searches of historical
conversations and code snippets.
When users share code snippets, the code snippet is compared against previously share code
snippets by using a combination of Transact-SQL functions including SUBSTRING,
FIRST_VALUE, and SQRT. If a match is found, a link to the match is added to the conversation.
Customers report the following issues:
* Delays occur during live conversations

* A delay occurs before matching links appear after code snippets are added to conversations
You need to resolve the performance issues.
Which technologies should you use? To answer, drag the appropriate technologies to the
correct issues. Each technology may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need
to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Box 1: memory-optimized table
In-Memory OLTP can provide great performance benefits for transaction processing, data
ingestion, and transient data scenarios.
Box 2: materialized view
To support efficient querying, a common solution is to generate, in advance, a view that
materializes the data in a format suited to the required results set. The Materialized View
pattern describes generating prepopulated views of data in environments where the source
data isn't in a suitable format for querying, where generating a suitable query is difficult, or
where query performance is poor due to the nature of the data or the data store.
These materialized views, which only contain data required by a query, allow applications to
quickly obtain the information they need. In addition to joining tables or combining data
entities, materialized views can include the current values of calculated columns or data items,
the results of combining values or executing transformations on the data items, and values
specified as part of the query. A materialized view can even be optimized for just a single query.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/patterns/materialized-view

NEW QUESTION: 3
A software development manager is taking over an existing software development project.
The team currently suffers from poor communication due to a long delay between
requirements documentation and feature delivery.
This gap is resulting in an above average number of security-related bugs making it into
production.
Which of the following development methodologies is the team MOST likely using now?
A. Waterfall
B. Scrum
C. Agile
D. Spiral
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are working for a company and been allocated the task for ensuring that there is a
federated authentication mechanism setup between AWS and their On-premise Active
Directory. Which of the following are important steps that need to be covered in this process?
Choose 2 answers from the options given below.
Please select:
A. Configure AWS as the relying party in Active Directory Federation services
B. Ensure the right match is in place for On-premise AD Groups and IAM Groups.

C. Ensure the right match is in place for On-premise AD Groups and IAM Roles.
D. Configure AWS as the relying party in Active Directory
Answer: A,C
Explanation:
Explanation
The AWS Documentation mentions some key aspects with regards to the configuration of
On-premise AD with AWS One is the Groups configuration in AD Active Directory Configuration
Determining how you will create and delineate your AD groups and IAM roles in AWS is crucial
to how you secure access to your account and manage resources. SAML assertions to the AWS
environment and the respective IAM role access will be managed through regular expression
(regex) matching between your on-premises AD group name to an AWS IAM role.
One approach for creating the AD groups that uniquely identify the AWS IAM role mapping is by
selecting a common group naming convention. For example, your AD groups would start with
an identifier, for example, AWS-, as this will distinguish your AWS groups from others within the
organization. Next include the 12-digitAWS account number. Finally, add the matching role
name within the AWS account. Here is an example:
And next is the configuration of the relying party which is AWS
ADFS federation occurs with the participation of two parties; the identity or claims provider (in
this case the owner of the identity repository - Active Directory) and the relying party, which is
another application that wishes to outsource authentication to the identity provider; in this
case Amazon Secure Token Service (STS).
The relying party is a federation partner that is represented by a claims provider trust in the
federation service.
Option B is invalid because AD groups should not be matched to IAM Groups Option C is invalid
because the relying party should be configured in Active Directory Federation services For more
information on the federated access, please visit the following URL:
1
https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/security/aws-federated-authentication-with-active-directory-f
ederation-services-ad The correct answers are: Ensure the right match is in place for
On-premise AD Groups and IAM Roles., Configure AWS as the relying party in Active Directory
Federation services Submit your Feedback/Queries to our Experts
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